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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Sixty-Seventh Day: Thursday, March 1, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 656*-187-126-99—29%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #4 Gator Girl (7th race)—7-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)FLASHY CHELSEY: Huge drop, hooks a soft field; holds all the aces  
(#2)ENTWISTLE: Good third despite tough trip in last; tighter this time 
(#6)ALL GO: Exits stakes company; placed in 5 of last 6 on turf for a tag 
(#4)TERRY’S CHARM: Gets needed class relief, gelded; blinkers “on” noted 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-6-4 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)DREAMINOFAUNTANTIL: Cellar drop, faces soft crew; tight enough?  
(#1)BUN BUN: Denied win in past 6 starts at low odds; gets bet again today 
(#3)GAMER GIRL: Hated the strip in Miami Gardens; chestnut is tractable 
(#5)ARCH LEGACY: Turf-to-dirt move is on point; heads to the basement 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-3-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#6)TOWN POLICY: Gets perfect trip stalking speed to his inside; in light  
(#4)SOCIAL ROY: Has to deal with Mr. Kisses from outset; won 5 of last 7 
(#3)MR. KISSES: Has company from get-go; sharper than jailhouse coffee 
(#5)FLORIDA COTTON: Liking the cutback to 6F trip; likes GP, 10-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-3-5 
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RACE FOUR 
(#6)PADDY POINT: 5YO hooks dicey bunch on the drop; dirt is the x-factor  
(#2)MISS AMERICAIN: Double-dip drop on point; seems better on the turf 
(#7)COLORINCOLONEL: Class drop is the right play; no world-beaters here 
(#5)JOKERS QUEEN: Clobbered in previous GP try; better around 2-turns 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-7-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#2)ANABELLA QUEEN: Never missed the exacta on grass; Castellano up  
(#4)FERDINANDA: Woke up on the drop with Lasix; second off the shelf 
(#1)KARENINA: She has improved off the claim; placed in 6-of-8 on grass 
(#7)GIFT OF GLORY: Two lengths and change off win in stakes in last start  
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-1-7 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#3)FIXED POINT: He’s clearly at his best on the grass; first start for a tag  
(#7)DIRTY: Sports some solid turf works around “dogs”; drops in for $40K 
(#2)TO THE HILT: Best past turf effort was at GPW; better without blinks? 
(#9)THE OTHER CAT: Has :22 and change early lick; wide draw a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-2-9 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#4)GATOR GIRL: Dead-game in first crack at winners; has tactical speed 
(#2)L.A. HOUSE: Bested top choice on the square in last; fires in the stretch 
(#7)LOST PRINCESS: No kick while wide last time; will be wide again today 
(#1)PHENOMENAL GEM: She has a reliable finishing move; tries winners 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-7-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#3)PRETTY SHEA D: Barn capable off claim; hood “on”, “bullet” in holster 
(#5)BUNKER: Found her best stride late on debut; first-time Lasix noted 
(#7)GOLDEN VALE: Improved in dirt debut for $50K; second off the layoff 
(#4)BLESSED VENEZUELA: Barn 18% with first-timers; good gate rider 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-7-4 
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RACE NINE 
(#2)MAR VISTA MIGUEL: Barn hits at a gaudy clip off claim; stalking trip 
(#1)IMA WILDCAT: Tough beat on the rise in last; six-year-old is consistent 
(#8)SEIZE: Has been a long time between drinks for this need-the-lead type 
(#6)VANISH: Hasn’t been seen at the races in 13-months; best on Tapeta? 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-8-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7)TAPELLA: Gets the jump on Salty in paceless heat; 1-turn mile suits  
(#6)SALTY: Not a lot of pace on paper to set up her late kick; start away? 
(#2)VICTORY RALLY: She was rank off the shelf last time; tighter today 
(#1)MAGALIE: Will be hustled from inside draw; exits graded stakes race 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-2-1 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#11)UNCLE JUNIOR: Improved with blinkers, the drop, and Lasix; tighter 
(#4)DRINKS ON MAGGIE: In good form before stopped on; fires fresh here 
(#1)RAHY MOMENTA: In the money in last three starts for a $20,000 tag 
(#3)MI CHIQUITA: Massive class drop for Englehart; speed-and fade play 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-4-1-3 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


